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 ABSTRACT:  

A quick urbanization in India and a worldwide environmental change has expanded metropolitan flood openness in our country and 

expanded a flood hazard has decreased a property estimation in a flood an inclined region. Metropolitan flooding instigated by a 

deluge has caused a broad interruption and harm around the world. The primary issues are related with water logging, water assets 

and the amphibian climate for an example a substantial downpour in a city definitely prompts water logging, which prompts an 

incredible danger to the vocation, a property and transportation offices disasters because of a metropolitan flood uncovered a key 

issue that restricts the improvement of metropolitan nature in the country. This is attributed to a rise in impermeable surfaces, which 

results in a decrease in a rainfall penetration and an increase in the surface runoff in Indian cities. It was also intended to have more 

in- depth thinking to address the nation's water logging  scarcity. However, recognizing and forecasting rainfall-induced urban 

flooding also presents difficulties and information gaps.  
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l.INTRODUCTION:   

 

In urban areas all over the world, frequent flooding has become a serious concern. This is because the impervious surface covers the 

majority of the population, and rainfall appears to increases in the city as a result of the heat an island effect and a global warming. 

Dredging rivers, upgrading drainage networks, and erecting flood walls are all necessary, but they significantly alter the urban 

Riverside environment. Besides, these public works are deficient as the metropolitan flood catastrophe unavoidably disintegrates 

without diminishing a spillover. It is important to improves a water maintenance and an invasion inside the whole metropolitan 

watershed where there is normally countless private properties and ventures have arranged. The office has a water maintenance work 

as well as environmental and instructive jobs. The reason for this examination is to report how to foresee the metropolitan flooding 

Utilizing python language by a linear regression algorithm .  

  

 

II.LITERATURE SURVEY:  

 

1.In this paper, we have a tendency to investigate the flooding an attack detection and a bar for sensible meter networks.  

 

The default unexpected On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) the protocol is at a risk of flooding attacks as a result of intermediate 

meters forward packets blindly. To detect and prevent flooding attacks, we have a tendency to propose a brand the new AODV-

based the routing protocol referred to as the flooding awareness AODV (FLOW-AODV) considering each with and while not web 

Protocol (IP) spoofing. If no informatics spoofing exists, we have a tendency to modify the route request forwarding procedure by 

adding new options.  

 

 

2. Urban rainy flooding could be a threatening natural hazard in urban areas everywhere the globe, particularly in recent Years given 

its increasing a frequency of prevalence. So as to the forestall flood prevalence and mitigate the next aftermath, urban water managers 

aim to predict precipitation characteristics, as well as the peak intensity, arrival time and the period, in an order that they'll any warn 

inhabitants in risky areas and take emergency actions once forecasting the inclement flood. 

 

 

3. The present study aims to utilizes GIS abstraction analysis functions, information from measurement and Rain-Gauge stations, 

satellite pictures, and thematic information layers within the style of Artificial Neural Network algorithmic rule for prediction of 

discharge values and spatial modeling of floods in Kan River Basin set in capital of Iran province. AN optimized artificial neural 

network of 7 inputs, as well as slope, slope curvature, flow accumulation, NDVI, geologic units, soil type, and precipitation data 

beside eight, sixteen and one neurons for the primary, second and output hidden layers, severally, was designed and developed. 

 

 

4. Paper explores opportunities of a machine learning ways for a prediction of the flooding phenomena in Pattani watercourse 

victimization open data. The study factors embrace information assortment amount and site and configuration of prediction models. 

The analysis of quality characteristics for many machines learning-based algorithms. 
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5. High accuracy models an area unit has needed for wise to the higher cognitive process in the urban flood management. This paper  

a replacement the holistic framework for exploitation data collected from multiple sources for setting parameters of the 2D flood 

model. This illustrates the importance of characteristic key urban options from the parcel information for capturing the high 

resolution flood processes. 

 

 

6. Identifying floods and manufacturing a flood status map the area unit crucial steps for the decision-makers to forestall and manage 

disasters. Lots of studies have used machine learning models to provide reliable status maps. Nevertheless, The most analysis ignores 

the importance of developing applicable feature engineering strategies. 

 

 

 

III.METHODOLOGY: 

 

Linear regression algorithmic rule shows a linear relationship between dependent (y) and one or additional freelance (y)  

variables, therefore referred to as as regression toward the mean.  regression toward the mean model provides 

a sloping line representing the connection between the variables. 

                                                                      

  

INPUTE DATA REQUIRED:  

 

 

 

STATE 
 

DISTRICT 
 

YEAR JUNE JULY AUGUST 

MAHARASHTRA 
 

KOLHAPUR 2018 191.954 228 256.432 

MAHARASHTRA 
 

KOLHAPUR 2019 183.003 319.53 171.593 

MAHARASHTRA  
 

KOLHAPUR 2020 117.784 151.87 118.046 

 

 

Formula for linear regression , 

 

Y = a + bX+ E 

 

                                                               Y = dependent variable (target variable) 

 

         X = independent variable (predictor variable)  

 

                                      a = intercept of the line (gives an additional degree of freedom)  

 

                                         b = linear regression coefficient (scale factor to each input value) 

 

                                                               E = random error  

 

                 The values for X and Y variables are training datasets for linear regression  model representation 

 

 

 

IV.EXPECTED OUTCOME:  

 

The kolhapur, sangli area collected data of last three years of rainfall (2018,2019,2020) it gives prediction of next Year rainfall for 

the flood management by using algorithm(linear regression method). The expected output is ‘Flood is coming with high ratio’ or 

‘Flood is coming with low ratio’.  
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